
Instruction Manual for
Fire StarterTM  5-in-1 Emergency Tool

Read through this entire instruction manual BEFORE using the Fire Starter
5-in-1 Emergency Tool

We’re dedicated to bringing you well-designed products that make living fun and easy.  
We stand behind all our products and warrant this to be free from defects in workmanship 
and materials for 1 year from the date of purchase.

For questions please consult our website ProtocolNY.com.
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Installing the Lanyard:

1. Thread the lanyard into the holes on the cap and the striker.  

2. Thread the lanyard through the round stopper.

3. Slide the center piece of the whistle out, place the two ends  
 of the lanyard inside the whistle, and pop the center back   
 in.  The whistle should now hold the lanyard in place 
 (Fig. 1).

PARTS
1. Whistle
2. Compass
3. Striker
4. Rod
5. Tinder Storage Compartment (tinder not included)

Signals:

Included on the side of the firestarter are signals to use in case of emergency:

WARNING:  This is not a toy.  Fires should only be started by adults or under adult supervision.  
Do not use indoors.  Make sure your fire pit is in a safe location away from flammables.  If possible, 
keep a bucket of water on hand when starting and during the fire.  Make sure fire is fully 
extinguished before leaving unattended.

N signal – OK, no help needed

Y signal – Need help

SOS 

Alpine Rescue – For Mountain Emergencies

Fig. 1

Starting a Fire:

1. Build a fire making sure you are in a location that is clear of trees and other objects.  Make sure  
 wood and kindling are dry.

2. Hold the rod away from you and pointed near the tinder and kindling.

3. Slide the striker quickly against the rod away from you and towards the tinder.  

4. This will create a spark and should light the tinder on fire.
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